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write a function that takes an atom and returns a sequence
that contains the elements of the atom. For example, (atom-
seq [:foo 1 2 3]) should return the vector [:foo 1 2 3]. I can't

figure out how to do this, but I can easily build a function
that returns the atom. So I'm just asking whether that

function can be made into a function that returns a
sequence. A: Use the vec function. user> (defn atom-seq
[a] (vec (swap! a (fn [k] [k a])))) #'user/atom-seq user>

(atom-seq [:foo 1 2 3]) [:foo 1 2 3] void foo(int & i) { int j;
for (j = 0; j &i; --p) { } } }
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left closed. Some plastic liners will not be penetrated by
your child's mouth. Monday. 02. 12. 2016. 08:53
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